Thickness distribution and mechanical property of sheet metal incremental forming based on numerical simulation
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Abstract: The thickness distribution and mechanical property of a truncated pyramid processed by incremental forming were investigated based on numerical simulation and tensile tests. A finite element method (FEM) model was set up and then experimentally verified. The tool path of the simulation model was assured to be the same with that of the real process by adding the displacement constraints on the forming tool. Afterwards, the sine law used to predict the final thickness was verified, but it was only applied to the region mainly subjected to pure stretching deformation. Additionally, the relation between the tool path and the minimum thickness as well as its location was discussed. The result indicates that the minimum thickness is much related to tool diameter if a traditional tool trajectory is employed, and its location is largely determined by step depth. Finally, tensile tests with specimens taken from the formed pyramid were carried out. It is indicated that the plasticity of the material decreases sharply while the strength increases markedly owing to the significant work hardening effect during ISF process.
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1 Introduction

Sheet metal incremental forming (ISF), one kind of flexible manufacturing processes, has drawn increasing attention because of its satisfaction of a small batch production or customized designs [1,2]. Figure 1 briefly shows the principle of this technology. During the process usually implemented in a numerical controlled (NC) milling machine [3], a forming tool moves along a series of contour lines. These contour lines, namely tool path, which are closely related to process parameters including depth increment (Δz), wall angle (θ) and tool diameter (D), play a significant role in forming performances of ISF.

Interests in the investigation of ISF technology have increased so far. However, conventional methods show a little insufficiency to analyze the forming mechanism of ISF. Fortunately, finite element method (FEM) has been introduced to investigate the deformation mechanism of incremental forming [4–6]. In the view of these researches, shell elements are believed to be acceptable considering the calculation time and accuracy. In spite of these achievements, thickness thinning has always been an obstacle to the wide application of incremental forming [7]. Although multi-stage forming is an advisable approach to tackle this problem [7–10], the increased time cost is unsatisfying compared with that of a single-pass process. Whether it is a single-stage process or a multi-stage process, the minimum thickness is often regarded as an indication to improve thickness thinning. However, there are little researches on the relation between the tool trajectory and the minimum thickness as well as its location. Besides, the mechanical property of the sheet material after ISF process has not received attention yet. And what’s more, most of previous simulation studies have a common disadvantage. They were only based on simplified FEM models to research the process of ISF, for the tool path which always involves three-dimensional (3-D) complicated movements is relatively difficult to implement in FEM simulation. In our study, tool path was defined by adding displacement constraints to lead to the equivalence of the tool’s movement in FEM model and in practical process. In addition, the influence of process parameters on the minimum thickness and its location was carefully analyzed, and the mechanical property of the material after forming was researched.
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2 Methods

2.1 Benchmark part

In this study, a frustum of pyramid with the height of 120 mm, the wall angle of 30° and the base edge of 290 mm was selected as the benchmark product. The material used was a DC04 sheet with the size of 400 mm \times 400 mm \times 1 mm.

2.2 FEM model

A 3-D elastic-plastic finite element model for incremental forming was established in Abaqus software. In this model, the blank was assumed to be of isotropic property and meshed using shell elements (type S4R). The tool and binders were treated as rigid bodies. Coulomb’s friction law was applied with a friction coefficient of 0.1 between the blank and the tool and of 0.25 between the blank and the binders. Additionally, the contact condition was implemented through a pure master-slave contact algorithm. Besides, the process parameters for the truncated pyramid were $D=20$ mm and $\Delta z=0.5$ mm.

As the forming tool often moves along series of complicated spatial curves, tool path definition has always been difficult in FEM analysis. Previous studies were just based on simplified tool trajectory, which inevitably led to some errors between a FEM model and an actual process. To tackle this problem, in this study, the tool trajectory in FEM model was defined by adding the 3-D displacement coordinates of the forming tool in real process. Figure 2 describes the procedure of tool path definition. Firstly, the benchmark product was modeled in CAD module of Unigraphics NX. Afterwards, in CAM module, the tool path was generated with Zlevel profile operation and then exported in APT (automatically programmed tools) format from which the 3-D displacement coordinates were able to be achieved. Assuming that the forming tool’s moving speed was fixed, a time series could be generated by programming for the distance between two adjacent points of the tool path was known. Accordingly, three time-coordinate arrays were obtained to be used to create boundary conditions of displacements of the forming tool in load module of Abaqus. As a result, the tool path in the simulation model is the same as that in the real process. The long calculation time, however, has always been a crucial problem for ISF simulation because of the complicated tool path [11,12]. To deal with this problem, the tool speed was artificially increased below a critical value in our study and the total calculation time was sharply reduced.

3 Results

3.1 Simulation result

Based on the method proposed in Section 2, the benchmark part was modeled and the thickness distribution after simulation was shown in Fig. 3. If two points, expressed as $A_1$ and $A_2$, were selected at different height, the principal strain history of $A_1$ and $A_2$ could be obtained as displayed in Fig. 4.

It is evident that during forming the intermediate principle strains for both points are nearly zero all along. The result indicates that the blank mainly undergoes plane deformation, stretching in the radical direction and compressing in the normal direction. This consequence is well in accordance with the previous studies [1,13]. In addition, it is worth noticing that the maximum and minimum strains equal zero from the beginning, and then gradually reach to the final value and remain unchangeable. This phenomenon is in general due to the fact that there are no evident plastic deformation occurred at $A_1$ and $A_2$ when the tool moves far from the selected points. Further, the final strains of the two nodes are close to each other for they undergo approximately identical deformations in spite of the difference of occurring sequence.
3.2 Experimental verification

The verification test for the designed part was carried out on a 3-axis milling machine. In the process, the tool’s feeding rate was set to 1500 mm/min and oil was applied to further minimize the friction. Meanwhile, all process parameters, such as tool diameter and depth increment, were strictly equal to those in simulation model. The formed product is also exhibited in Fig. 3.

For validating the previous FEM model, the thickness distribution along with the longitude-sectional profile was obtained, as shown in Fig. 5. Meanwhile, the comparison between the numerical and experimental result was made. In terms of the thickness variations in the radial direction, the whole deformation area could be divided into three distinct parts: $AB$, $BC$ and $CD$ regions. At the vicinity of the center of the parts, the blank suffers from little plastic deformation and therefore the thickness is close to its initial value. With the increase of the distance, the thickness swiftly reduces in $AB$ region, to a comparatively stable value in $BC$ region and then increases to 1 mm. Although there is a little difference at some areas, the thickness distributions of the numerical and experimental result are in substantial agreement. Therefore, the previous FEM model was verified.

4 Discussion

4.1 thickness distribution

In the previous researches, the sine law, $t = t_0 \sin \theta$, has always been used to predict the final thickness in ISF process [9,14]. In this expression which is derived from shear deformation, $t$ is the ultimate sheet thickness, $t_0$ is the initial thickness and $\theta$ is the wall angle. In our study,
as \( \theta \) is 30\(^\circ\), the thickness after forming can be easily calculated to be 0.5 mm. As depicted in Fig. 5, the deformation area from point \( A \) to point \( D \) has been divided into three segments. In \( BC \) region, the thickness fluctuates slightly around 0.5 mm. However, this is not the case in \( AC \) and \( CD \) regions. The difference between them may be attributed to the different deformation characteristics. The material in \( BC \) area is mainly subjected to a pure shear deformation \([15,16]\), while the stretching deformation and bending deformation coexist in the other two areas \([6]\).

In order to verify the effectiveness of the sine law further, samples were made in 12 positions and were marked by straight lines along certain directions in Fig. 6. It should be noted that the values of 40 mm, 70 mm and 100 mm represent the depths where the corresponding specimens are located. All the specimens are shown in Fig. 7.

![Fig. 6 Positions of specimens (a, b: two samples at approximately same area; 40 mm, 70 mm, 100 mm: depths where specimens are located)](image)

Table 1 Measuring results of thickness of all specimens

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>( t_1/\text{mm} )</th>
<th>( t_2/\text{mm} )</th>
<th>( t_3/\text{mm} )</th>
<th>( t/\text{mm} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-a</td>
<td>0.9913</td>
<td>1.0013</td>
<td>0.9975</td>
<td>0.9963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1-b</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>1.0025</td>
<td>0.9988</td>
<td>0.9975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2-a</td>
<td>0.9950</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9938</td>
<td>0.9963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2-b</td>
<td>0.9925</td>
<td>0.9975</td>
<td>0.9988</td>
<td>0.9963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9975</td>
<td>1.0015</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.9997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4925</td>
<td>0.4900</td>
<td>0.4875</td>
<td>0.4900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.4875</td>
<td>0.4850</td>
<td>0.4900</td>
<td>0.4875</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.4813</td>
<td>0.4913</td>
<td>0.4775</td>
<td>0.4838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>7-a</td>
<td>0.4850</td>
<td>0.4763</td>
<td>0.4875</td>
<td>0.4825</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>7-b</td>
<td>0.4813</td>
<td>0.4788</td>
<td>0.4900</td>
<td>0.4838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>8-a</td>
<td>0.4750</td>
<td>0.4775</td>
<td>0.4750</td>
<td>0.4763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>8-b</td>
<td>0.4750</td>
<td>0.4850</td>
<td>0.4775</td>
<td>0.4788</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Minimum thickness and its location

The reduction rate of thickness is of great concern in manufacturing industry. However, thickness reduction is one of the main defects of incremental forming, especially for parts with a steep wall angle. As the forming performance of incremental forming is primarily dependent on the tool trajectory, the influence of tool path on the minimum thickness was discussed in our study. Considering the long simulation time, a relatively small truncated cone with the height of 35.5 mm, the wall angle of 35\(^\circ\) and the major diameter of 70 mm was taken as our research subject here.

Figure 8 shows three kinds of tool trajectory. The first two which often adopt constant step depth can be conveniently achieved by CAM software but have an evident feeding path causing depressions. Spiral trajectory won’t be bothered by feeding path, but it is difficult to generate for complex parts. Therefore, the former two kinds are common in previous studies and are closely related with process parameters. As the wall angle is definite for a given part, step depth and tool diameter were analyzed in our study. The numerical results with different process parameters are illustrated in Fig. 9.

For each specimen, measure the thickness at three positions and calculate their average. Table 1 lists the measuring results of all the samples. In Table 1, \( t \) represents the mean thickness. Obviously, the thickness of specimens 1–5 is close to 1 mm for the reason that they are located in nearly undeformed areas. On the contrary, as specimens 6–12 lies in the areas similar to \( BC \) region shown in Fig. 5, the thickness of them is near to the predictive value of sine law. However, the actual thickness is somewhat less than the prediction.
It is known that the larger minimum thickness and the deeper location of the least thickness lead to more uniform thickness distribution. As shown in Fig. 9, spiral trajectory has much larger thickness than that of conventional tool path, and their locations of the minimum thickness are nearly of the same height. Besides, step depth has little effect on the minimum thickness but has significant association with its location. With the increase of step depth, the depth of the minimum thickness increases initially and then decreases. The optimum value of step depth should be 0.75 mm. In addition, tool diameter almost has nothing to do with the location of the minimum thickness, but the thickness will increase continuously as the size of tool diameter grows. Further, it should be observed that the minimum thickness is not located at the bottom of the formed part. And it is possible to predict the location of the least thickness based on the values of process parameters.

4.3 Mechanical property after forming

Tensile tests with all the specimens shown in Fig. 7 were carried out under the condition that the drawing speed was 6 mm/s. Figure 10 presents the strain–stress curve of each specimen. As specimens 1–5 were sampled

---

**Fig. 8** Three kinds of tool trajectory

**Fig. 9** Minimum thickness and its location under condition of varying process parameters: (a) Three kinds of tool trajectory; (b) Step depths ranging from 0.5 mm to 1.5 mm; (c) Tool diameters ranging from 6.8 mm to 20 mm

**Fig. 10** Strain–stress curves of tensile tests: (a) Specimens 1–5; (b) Specimens 6–12
in approximately undeformed areas, their strain–stress curves exhibit the initial mechanical property of DC04. It is obvious that there exists a clear yield platform. Meanwhile, the yield strength is almost equivalent to the tensile strength of the material, which proves that there is no distinct work hardening effect during the drawing test. On the contrary, the curves of specimens 6–12 provide much information about mechanical performance after ISF process. Each specimen breaks swiftly after going through a short elastic deformation stage and a brief plastic deformation stage. The maximum strain of each specimen decreases notably and is less than 4%. The material which has good plasticity before can be taken as a brittle material now. It is interesting to note that the curves of samples 11 and 12 have a curvature at the beginning. The reason is that the ends of the two specimens are a little bent, which is in accordance with the bending deformation discussed in Section 4.1. Further, the average elongation declines sharply by 94% and the average tensile strength increases significantly by 51%. The result shows that work hardening arises remarkably during ISF process and therefore the strength increases and the plasticity decreases.

5 Conclusions

1) The tool trajectories in both the simulation model and real process are the same by creating the displacement boundary conditions of the forming tool based on the tool’s 3-D coordinates from APT file. The principle strain history for selected nodes reveals that the intermediate principle strain is constantly close to zero and therefore the deformation remains to be a plane strain state.

2) According to the thickness distribution, the deformation area is divided into three regions. The sine law has been verified in the region primarily subjected to shear deformation although the predictive value is slightly less than the real thickness. However, this rule does not apply to the other two regions where the bending deformation occurs. How to recognize the three regions quantitatively is an interesting work in the future.

3) Spiral trajectory, appropriate step depth and large tool diameter lead to more uniform thickness distribution. The minimum thickness is much associated with tool diameter if traditional tool trajectory is employed, and its location is largely decided by step depth.

4) The tensile experiment indicates that the elongation of the material decreases sharply but the strength increases markedly owing to the significant work hardening effect during ISF process.
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基于数值模拟的金属板材渐进成形板厚分布与力学性能分析
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摘 要：以方锥台为基准模型，采用数值模拟和拉伸试验研究金属板材渐进成形的板材厚度分布与力学性能，建立渐进成形有限元模型并进行试验验证，通过对成形工具头的位移约束来保证有限元模型中的成形轨迹与实际加工时一致。验证正弦法则预测板厚的有效性，研究成形轨迹与最小板厚及其位置的关系。结果表明：该法则只适用于以纯拉伸变形方式为主的成形区域，最小板厚与工具头直径密切相关，而其位置则决定于层间距，成形后的零件拉伸试验表明渐进成形后材料塑性急剧下降，同时由于加工硬化的影响导致强度显著增强。
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